Women’s Lands in Southern Oregon

Jean Mountaingrove and Bethroot Gwynn Tell Their Stories

by Heather Burmeister

The countercultural revolution of the 1960s and 1970s brought tremendous changes to the lives of women and to the lives of male and female homosexuals across the United States. Young women of the era who had been active in a wide range of social justice movements, including persistent antiwar activism and the long battle for Civil Rights, began organizing and advocating for women. Within the Women’s Liberation Movement, a number of counterculture women emerged as lesbians and sought a place for themselves as part of another emerging subculture — the back-to-the-land movement. The largest congregation of back-to-the-land countercultural communes, as documented in this and other oral history projects, was (and still is) in northern California and southern Oregon. Those communities, or lesbian lands, had a significant impact on the development of lesbian feminist culture during the 1970s and 1980s and were direct reactions to the mainstream culture of the previous decades. On the lands, women created countercultural material, including magazines and plays, that made them highly visible to other like-minded women. Jean Mountaingrove and Bethroot Gwynn were influential members of that movement of women who separated themselves from mainstream society and created space for international interaction and exchange facilitated, in part, by the materials that they created and distributed. Mountaingrove and Gwynn worked in opposition to a culture that denied women myriad opportunities, developing a tangible lesbian feminist culture.

In America during the 1960s, it was entirely legal for women to be paid less than men. There were no women astronauts or Supreme Court Justices, and it was not until 1985 that a woman — Penny Harrington of Portland, Oregon — became the Chief of Police in a major American city. Gays and lesbians were considered sick at best and criminal at worst. Acceptable treatment for gays and lesbians included electric shock and aversion therapy. Gay men and women lived “in the closet” for fear of losing their jobs, homes, and friends. Women were legally denied credit by banks, and states could still bar women from sitting on juries. Terms such as domestic violence, sexual harassment,
and diversity training did not exist. Abortion was illegal in many states, and it was not until 1972 that birth control became legal for unmarried women in some states — although access remained limited throughout the country. Lesbian lands, established by women such as Gwynn and Mountaingrove, created safe spaces for women to re-create themselves and to construct and express their new identities through art, spirituality, and other forms of creative culture. The cultural activities of the southern Oregon lesbian lands’ women reached a wider audience through media networks, thereby influencing broad changes in lesbian culture. As Bethroot Gwynn explained: “Some of what we make has gone out there. Some hasn’t. Some may just be in the archives, forevermore.”

The history of southern Oregon’s 1970s lesbian land movement serves as a microcosm for the global lesbian land movement, providing a glimpse into the lives and work of women who established and utilized transnational networks long before there were high-speed Internet or mobile telephones. Lesbian feminist activities, such as political organization and business endeavors, relied on those networks, the core of which was women’s bookstores. Gwynn and Mountaingrove were deeply involved in creating and utilizing women’s lands and networks during much of their lives. Here, through edited oral history interviews, they tell stories of how they were drawn to that lifestyle and work. Each is a story of self-awareness and resilience in the face of the historical injustice of systems of oppression in America — “about being in the vanguard of the vanguard,” as Gwynn put it. The lesbian lands are sometimes referred to as women’s land, lesbian land, lesbian separatist land, lesbian intentional community, and lesbian feminist land. All are accurate descriptors. Gwynn, Mountaingrove, and other women I interviewed, as well as other scholars who have written about them, often use these phrases interchangeably. Women within the community who have written about their experiences similarly use a range of descriptors with similar meanings and a variety of spellings, such as: land women, countrywomen, land lesbians, landdykes. Such alternative spellings and words were part of a deliberate attempt to erase patriarchy from language. Beyond the self-referential womyn or wemoon (to name a few), they also used herstory instead of history, ovular instead of seminar, moonstruation instead of menstruation, and so on.

This lesbian land movement was, in part, an offshoot of the late 1960s and 1970s back-to-the-land movement, which grew out of a generational opposition to the post–World War II culture of consumption and commodification. While many groups within that broader movement established communes, however, all the women I interviewed preferred the use of terms such as community or intentional community to differentiate themselves from many of the hippie and other communes that were close to them in both time and place.

Back-to-the-land movements recur throughout American history in cyclical waves, with most adherents longing for a romanticized version of an early America that in reality never existed. The two largest back-to-the-land movements, occurring in the 1900s and 1970s, idealized farm labor and the rural community of the past.
ment, which peaked around 1910, focused on labor and a man’s right to labor, whereas the 1970s movement sought to maximize the fruits of one’s labor as a way to gain freedom and free time, as opposed to a value in and of itself or a means to acquire money to buy stuff. Southern Oregon became a popular destination for back-to-the-landers of both eras, but especially during the 1970s, due to the beautiful natural landscape, fertile soil, cheap land, and close proximity to northern California, where hippie and countercultural communities had already been established. Gwynn described her experience of this movement as an evolution of political thinking: “More and more of my friends were understanding that they wanted to be in the country, that they wanted to be growing food, that they wanted to be close to the natural world, that they wanted to be setting up — creating some kind of alternative model.”

Before the 1970s, activists critical of American society, many of them college students, became referred to as the New Left. Those young people, seeking radical social and economic change, organized in opposition to the old guard or “old left,” and on an international level. The activists spawned organizations such as Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), the Black Panther Party, and Weather Underground. Simultaneous to the organized resistance of those and other political groups, women, gays, and lesbians began organizing in larger and more radical groups in cities around the United States. Organizations such as the Gay Liberation Front formed in Portland as early as 1971. At the same time, women such as Gwynn were starting consciousness-raising groups, commonly referred to as CR groups, which other women, including Mountaingrove, attended. The powerful combination of New Left public activism and private consciousness-raising meetings had wide-ranging results, including, as described in the edited interviews below, creation of the lesbian lands movement.

In addition to gaining political power through visibility and activism — particularly through the widely identified turning point of the summer 1969 Stonewall Inn riots in New York — gays and lesbians also began to establish a substantial presence in rural southern Oregon. Two years after publishing A Gay Manifesto, New Left radical Carl Wittman and his lover moved from the urban environs of San Francisco to a small piece of rural land outside Wolf Creek in southern Oregon. By 1974, that land had developed into a mixed-gender gay commune called Golden. In 1972, a small group of like-minded friends living in Portland, all in various stages of bisexuality or coming out, purchased eighty acres of land in a canyon outside Wolf Creek and named it Cabbage Lane. In 1973, a few women purchased WHO Farm in Estacada, Oregon’s first lesbian separatist land, an hour outside of Portland. It was later renamed We’Moon Land, Women were drawn to such separate spaces, as Zarod Rominski, one of the early residents of Cabbage Lane, explained:

And so that word spread. And I think that southern Oregon was always, you know — strangely, magically, there were always a lot of women’s lands. It’s just like all of a sudden — boom! There was OWL Farm. There was Cabbage Lane. There was Rainbow’s End. There was Fly Away Home. There was Womanshare. Just boom! boom! boom! boom! boom! — you know, in the course of four or five years! It was kind of astounding.

While some women involved in establishing the lesbian lands in southern Oregon had been involved in other political movements, the decision to create intentional rural communities removed them from what might be considered mainstream activism and shifted their attentions to community building.

On the surface, this back-to-the-land movement might not seem at all political, but by separating themselves from the rest of society, participants believed they were just as engaged in the critique and deconstruction of the status quo as those participating in the other movements. Gwynn explained: “like, good 1970s revolutionary armchair socialist[s],” women pooled resources and collaborated with one another, creating circles of community. Those circles started with a single person or single land and grew to encompass regions — southern Oregon, the West Coast — and stretched out further into places such as New Mexico, Canada, France, and Germany. By the late 1970s, women, including Mountaingrove and Gwynn, were producing literature, art, music, and spiritual practices, reaching a wider lesbian feminist audience through media networks — such as feminist publications and bookstores — that attracted women from all over the world to the lesbian lands of southern Oregon. Many of the communities remain today.

Geographically, the lands tend to cluster in rural areas off the I-5 corridor, stretching down to California and popularly known as the Amazon Trail. Most are dense forestsland. Some are in mountainous areas on incredibly steep inclines, some in deep valleys where sunlight rarely reaches through the forest canopy, and some even sit atop mountain ridges, affording breathtaking views. The lands have varying degrees of self-sufficiency. Most have solar panels, woodstoves, and places where residents grow some of their own food. This patchwork of countrylewomen lands has provided safe space, sustenance, and inspiration to a generation of women searching for a new feminist way of life.

THE FOLLOWING PAGES contain edited transcripts of oral history interviews with two women whose stories reveal the politics and positioning of rural, lesbian, separatist intentional communities within feminist history. Their individual stories serve as examples of Oregon’s long history of intentional communities and feminist organizing. The history
and documents of these lesbian lands were first collected by the women themselves and later preserved by archivist Linda Long at the University of Oregon’s Special Collections and University Archives. Oral histories expand on those documents, creating clear portraits of the individual experience that is Oregon’s history of rural, intentional communities and that reflects broader themes of equity, sustainability, gender, and feminism in the twentieth century. The interviews took place over the course of two years, 2010–2011, in the women’s homes in southern Oregon.6

Jean Mountaingrove, in collaboration with her partner Ruth Mountaingrove, created and edited WomanSpirit, a magazine dedicated to the expression and development of a feminist spirituality. WomanSpirit was published from 1974 to 1984 by an open collective of women in various Oregon locations and reached an unknown number of readers.7 The collective grew to include feminist artist and writer Tee A. Corinne and using the same procedures, they published The Blatant Image: A Magazine of Feminist Photography from 1981 to 1983.8 According to the first issue of The Blatant Image:

In the deepest dark of winter 1978 as Ruth and I looked at the needs of our lives, we discovered that in the process of moving to Rootworks and keeping WomanSpirit in her quarterly schedule, Ruth’s work in photography had stalled, and it was a loss for her. She was always fuming about the male generic pronouns in the photography books and magazines she read constantly. She needed money to build her darkroom and buy equipment and supplies. She needed women photographers to talk to about her work. I finally heard the intensity of her unhappiness. We discarded the “wedding pictures and family pets business” and I suggested she teach photography and start a feminist photography magazine: the first for money and the second to connect with women photographers. With many modifications, these ideas became the Ovulars [photography workshops held on women’s land in southern Oregon] and The Blatant Image — personal solutions which grew to political proportions.”9

The process behind their system of publishing was to tell people within the community what they wanted to do, see who was interested in helping, organize meetings, collaborate, and start working. Every issue of each publication had different people helping — depending on their interest and available time. After Corinne became involved with the Ovulars and publication of The Blatant Image, she drew attention to southern Oregon. She was well known within certain circles following her 1975 self-published work the Cunt Coloring Book and by 1980 was well known for her sexually graphic photographs of lesbians, including a photo of a nude woman in a wheelchair kissing her lover.10 Each of the lesbian land publications had regular subscribers, many of whom had the habit of sharing and passing along the magazines once they had been read. Copies of WomanSpirit and The Blatant Image made their way into backpacks, crossing state lines and national borders and drawing both international subscribers and submissions. Mountaingrove demonstrated the reach of the magazine by reading an issue’s table of contents: “Okay, women in Alaska, Native American women, Black women, from Australia,
Central America, England, Denmark, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, Hawaii, Ireland, Japan, Italy, Malta — coming home to Malta, Mexico, New Zealand, Polynesia — almost anything you could imagine! Thailand, Vietnam... Her oral history illustrates how her own search for community led her to help organize the collective power and vision of 1970s feminists, building within the rustic landscape of southern Oregon a community and creative culture that had a global impact.

Gwynn also dedicated most of her life to the creation of lesbian feminist culture within the women's land community in southern Oregon. Her contributions are centered on feminist spirituality, especially in the realm of theater and ritual. She has served as a special editor for the We'Moon datebook and anthology, *In The Spirit of We'Moon: Celebrating 30 Years*. In collaboration with her land partners Izetta, Marianna, and Madrone, Gwynn created personal theater workshops, which led to staged theater pieces that were performed for women's gatherings and the public between 1986 and 1992. Gwynn continues to utilize the conventions of theater in presentations of women's history and personal storytelling. Her story is one of transformation, illustrating the relationships among countercultural movements that, for her, led to a life of “cultural feminism.” It also shows how community can result in personal transformation.

Oral history is important to making concrete an otherwise hidden part of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer (LGBTQ), and feminist history because of the tendency for such groups to maintain a certain level of secrecy. As some oral historians have noted, narrators are limited to willing volunteers, and in this particular case those confident enough to answer emails or return phone calls. These women have stories that document and decipher important pieces of Oregon history, women's history, gay and lesbian history, and political movement history, and the interviews significantly add to the existing historical record. These oral histories highlight the connections among feminism, lesbian history, social justice activism, sustainability, and art history. While Gwynn and Mountaingrove were busily organizing and creating community and culture in southern Oregon, a similar phenomenon materialized all over the United States and other parts of the world. Artist Harmony Hammond wrote: “Lesbian-generated representations in movement journals gave us empowering images of ourselves that we never had before.”

Before coming to southern Oregon, Gwynn was educated at Duke University and Union Theological Seminary. She had travelled to Africa as a part of the Operation Crossroads Africa program, which was a precursor to the Peace Corps. She took a position at the University of Wisconsin at Madison, and began a career of organizing around anti-war and social justice issues. After attending the first National Women’s Liberation Conference in Chicago in 1968, her life shifted direction. She became actively engaged in women’s liberation and met lifelong friends. Those friendships and organizing for women’s liberation eventually led her to Portland, Oregon, and finally to Fly Away Home, a women’s land in southern Oregon.

Like Gwynn, Mountaingrove is an educated white woman. She earned her degrees from Iowa and the University of California at Los Angeles. After working as a social worker in the Los Angeles area, she...
became disillusioned with a system that purported to serve women and children, but in her experience fell short of meeting their needs. After a divorce, she spent some time with the Quaker community of Pendle Hill. There she regained some confidence, met a woman named Ruth, and went in search of a “community of compatible people.” That search led her to southern Oregon and eventually to the gay and lesbian back-to-the-land community. She and Ruth began publication of _WomanSpirit_ and organized gatherings of photographers and artists at Rootworks, their land in Wolf Creek.

The women within the lesbian land communities in southern Oregon are part of the largest congregation of back-to-the-land countercultural communes in America. Both interviews show how those communities worked together in the past and offer brief suggestions about their potential future. While times have changed significantly since the era in which gays and lesbians were considered sick and criminal, and association with them could be considered self-incriminating, there is still much to be learned from the stories of women who survived and created a place for transformation and growth.

**BETHROOT GWYNN:** My name is Bethroot Gwynn, and that was not my name when I was born. The Gwynn part is my legal name. When I was thirty-three and a part of the lesbian feminist land movement, many of us were changing our names. I found that word in an herbal book, Jethro Kloss’s _Back to Eden_ book, and I liked the sound of it. It felt like it’s connected still with my Elizabeth name, and it sounded both ethereal and grounded — Beth-Root.

I grew up in Lebanon, Tennessee. Lebuhnun [said with a southern accent], as we would say, which is about thirty miles southeast of Nashville. It’s a rural community, and both my parents came from what my mother used to call backwoods aristocracy, landed people, white people — although there’s a little bit of Cherokee in there — most everybody in the south would say that. Farmer and preacher stock is where I come from.

When it came time for me to leave Union I figured I would probably do campus ministry, because I did not want to teach. I chose the University of Wisconsin at Madison, so that’s where I went after Union. This was 1966, and the anti-war movement was beginning. I was still — consciously I was religious, and I wanted to be a Christian presence in that intellectual ferment, in that justice work.

**HEATHER BURMEISTER:** So where did the lesbianism come in?

**BG:** Okay. Well, I think that we have to say that the lesbianism came in, because the feminism came in. And the feminism came in, because in the fall of 1968... somehow or another I found out that there was going to be the first National Women’s Liberation Conference near Chicago. I was probably one of the straighter women there — meaning in terms of, you know, YWCA may be liberal, but it’s still fairly mainstream — relative to most of the women there. There were a lot of academics there, graduate students, and New Left organizers, community organizers, and drop-outs. I met women there who are still in my life, like Zarod. Zarod and I have been friends for forty-six years. I don’t remember many of our workshops. I just remember that the most packed workshop was on Sunday of that weekend and I’m not sure what the title was, but the essence of that workshop — was about how we did not need men for anything, even sex — so this was a workshop about lesbianism, and about being in the vanguard of the vanguard. I just remember the women presenting, and saying that, “we don’t know how it’s going to happen for some of us. Some of us may have to take drugs; we just know that that’s where we’re going. We’re going into a way of life that does not require men for anything.” That was a
life-changing experience for me. It had never occurred to me before, really, to think about lesbianism as an option.

That conference really changed my life, not just because of the lesbian content that was dropped in, but more because I felt like this was my movement and my people and this was my oppression that we were struggling against, because my female socialization had made me a creature of romantic delusion.

And I have to say that when I see the life I’ve made, and what I see is that I became committed to what we called, in those days, cultural feminism. Well, from a certain hard-edged leftist perspective, cultural feminism is counter-revolutionary. It’s not on the barricades. It’s creating an alternative world. Everywhere we went, women were in consciousness raising groups, and they were coming out as lesbians, and they were falling in love with each other, and they were coming out! All over the place, it was just happening everywhere.

We, [my friends] Linda, Barbara, Mark and I . . . . moved to Portland in the late summer of 1970. By then there were other friends of ours from Chicago — Zarod, who had been living in Chicago, then moved out to San Francisco — in another collective household. There was traffic between those collective households, and lots of traffic up and down I-5, women doing organizing. Our house was a grand central station kind of place for women. For instance, Musawa was an organizer for the New University Conference, which was like the graduate level department of SDS — one might say SDS was not a part of the New University Conference.35 So the New Lefties who got their graduate degrees, and then who were probably assistant professors someplace, founded a national organization called the NUC — the New University Conference, and they were organizing chapters on campuses, and there would be a strong women’s liberation component to that, by then. When we came to town there was already a Gay Liberation Front — I think it was called. We started going to political meetings.

There was a heterosexual collective up the street, and the two other households of feminist organizers moved to Portland that year. There was a household from Madison, Wisconsin, called the Madison House. There was a household from Grinnell, Iowa, called Red Emma. Ann Mussey and Kristan Knapp, who has just recently retired from working for Bradley Angle House for many years — I think she’s retired — was a part of Red Emma House. Bonnie Tinker was part of Red Emma House. So a lot of the Portland activist women, whose names you might know by now, came to prominence in years later. From Red Emma House came the idea for a Women’s Health Clinic, which became the Feminist Health Clinic in Portland. Mark was busy with his leftist colleagues, and People’s Food Coop got formed that year, out of this mix of us. There was a gay coffeehouse at a church in Southeast Portland — 9th Street. Our first activity was going to be to turn it into a gay women’s coffeehouse, so we did that.3a

HB: How did you move or make the decision to move from Portland to the women’s land?

BG: More and more of my friends were understanding that they wanted to be in the country, that they wanted to be growing food, that they wanted to be close to the natural world, that they wanted to be setting up — creating some kind of alternative model. Those kind of values were beginning to attract attention among my friends. And, so, I was a part of that evolution. My household had just moved to the West Coast from Chicago, so we were very fascinated with the ocean. We would on occasion do psychedelics and we’d go to the ocean, and so the world of nature was really unfolding as a rich and fertile and healing context. Portland women’s movement politics were a bit gentler than Chicago women’s movement politics had been, but nonetheless there was just this draw toward the country.

Then my friend Zarod made a trip to the southwest in 1971 or ’72. And she came back and said: “There are women there who are doing magic, and we must find out more about it.” Women in New Mexico were living on land — different groups of them — and they were starting to do circles. They were starting to be a part of what then became the women’s spirituality movement, goddess movement, feminist spirituality movement. There are lots of ways to say it. And I don’t know whether it was during the summer before my mother died or whether it was after my mother died, but I started doing my own goddess research. And I poured over all the references I could find to goddesses in ancient history, and started my own list. So I was reading anything that I could find, and this was before Merlin Stone’s book was on the market.39

In the winter of 1974 I began a relationship with Madrone, who was not called Madrone at the time. She was interested in living on land, and so in the summer of 1974 she and I visited Cabbage Lane. It was my first trip to women’s land. I was really profoundly affected by that visit. I had lots of magical experience with, I don’t know, snakes and butterflies. And there was singing. And there was drumming. And I remember that Zarod and I took a hike up-up-up-above the teepee. And I did some kind of — I don’t know whether it was singing or shouting or screaming, but it was a very loud sound, and it came from inside of me and it went on and on and on and on. It was as though it was not going to stop. And it was, for me, this incredible discovery of my voice. I had been raised a Methodist and Methodists do sing, but somehow that component of — and then we sang in the evening. Singing is very much a part of the circles that women were creating.

It’s northern California, Oregon, and New Mexico that you can think about as kind of a triangle for women who were doing spirituality, living on land. Some of those women were involved in the creation of Oregon Women’s Land
Trust. Some women who were involved in the beginnings of OWL Farm and lived there then decided to go to New Mexico, because of the sun. And so there was a lot of travel among those places. There was a group of lesbians sort of on the road between northern California, Mendocino County, and Oregon looking for land. The idea for a women’s land trust got born in 1975. So I was a part of that enthusiasm for the magic of the natural world, creating our own ceremonies, our own rituals. No more patriarchal religion stuff. And for me to discover that creating our own worship with song could be part of it was absolutely crucial.

So that visit to Cabbage Lane shifted things a lot for me, and then there was a year in 1974–75. I was living in Portland. Madrone was living with me. And then this is a story that’s documented in Catherine Kleiner’s manuscript, although there are sections of it that did not come out quite right.¹ One of the women in the original Portland household, Barbara Alter, she and Mark ended their marriage. They had a money settlement, and so Barbara received, I don’t know, a hundred and fifty thousand dollars or a hundred and twenty thousand — something like that. And like a good 1970s revolutionary armchair socialist, she understood that she would divide that money among her friends. So there were several of us who each received twenty thousand dollars, and she gave this money saying something about women learning to love ourselves, that’s what this money was for. So I, in my own good old armchair socialist ways, didn’t want to have this money. I wanted to give it all away. On the other hand, I was beginning to be interested in land and Madrone wanted us to be in the country, on land. And so I asked her to help me bear the responsibility of this money, and it became the down-payment money for Fly Away Home.

That’s also part of the magic of those years. There were other women with trust-fund money that were giving it away, and buying land with it or giving it to other women to buy land. It was a pretty phenomenal time.

So in February of 1976 Rainbow’s End was founded. In 1975 Oregon Women’s Land Trust was formed, and women started looking for land. And they found what is now OWL Farm, and that sale was finalized in the summer of 1976. And
in March — on March 3rd — we first came to this land, Fly Away Home, and knew right away that this is what we had been looking for.

I moved here to Fly Away Home and got involved in the rigors of farm work. The first project Madrone and I had to do was that we had to cover the walls, the outside walls of what is now her house, with tar paper, because there was no exterior siding. And that was a horrible job, and there was no deck, and so we were on ladders. And here I am, girly girl, not having worked with tools very much before.

Anyway, we just had to do all of these farm jobs that I did not have very much facility with. And there was a lot that was wonderful and beautiful here. We took walks every sunset, but I talk about living at the edge of paradise and being overwhelmed with chores. And the farm work did not feed me. I’ve been doing it for thirty-five years, this summer, thirty-five years since we came here. I love to grow food. I do love to grow food. I feel like I’m pulling something over on the mainstream culture to grow my own food, but there are places in my spirit that were just not being fed, not being touched, so I had a lot of unhappiness in some of my first years here.

And somehow or other we were still doing occasional circles, I guess, with the women who were around on other lands. I’m trying to remember how first I came to know Izetta, a theater woman from Portland. We were lovers for a while, and she came here and visited. Then she and Madrone were lovers for a while, and they became really very dear to each other. There’s a lot about Izetta in Madrone’s book. But she was my soul sister, and she was my entry into the world of theater. Robin Lane was here, and we had a circle and she said to me, at one point: “You know all of these characters that you’re doing in the circles, when you get the rattle and these characters come, you should be performing.”

I remember when we came here to this land the first day and we saw the garden, I remember saying, “Oh! It’s an amphitheater! It’s a theater already.” And when we were at the barn there was something about the runway of it, so there was already language and images and imaginings that had to do with theater, but almost pre-conscious. It’s interesting to remember that. So I went to Portland for the year 1979–80 to be in this show — a bit part totally — that Robin was directing, and to study improvisational theater with Susan Banyas. I took an advanced improv class. I hadn’t done improv before, and we did a show at the end of our class. Then we did another several months of class, and then we did another show.

And then — this must have happened before Izetta moved here — one year she said to me: “I want for my birthday, for you to make me a play.” So my first actual script was a play that I wrote for Izetta’s birthday, and she and I performed it. I [later] wrote a play called Feathers In My Mind: a very tale about a mother and a daughter and a lesbian family. And the daughter was me and the mother was my mother and the lesbian family was the four of us. We had a big birthday here for my fortieth birthday, and then we polished it and we took it to Portland and Corvallis and Eugene in the spring.

I took workshops to Eugene, to Corvallis, to Portland. They were usually one-day workshops. I did one in [Los Angeles] that was two days. It’s really better to be two days. The material gets turned up. It’s nice for women to have a second
day to work with it. Someone called it, “Theaterapy.” It’s not quite therapy. It’s using theater techniques to do therapeutic work in a way. It was satisfying to be teaching and using my craft, and to see that it was affecting women’s lives in a healthy healing way.

I was creating some performance pieces now and then that were often performed at the Fall Gathering or some other context. There was a big women’s spirituality conference in Portland and I prepared a piece for that. There was a women’s spirituality gathering in the summer one year, around Tillamook, and I prepared a Summer Solstice piece for that. Those were goddess pieces, both of them.

**HB:** I’m wondering when did We’Moon come into —?

**BG:** Well, We’Moon had always — I knew Musawa before we both moved to Oregon, actually. We met at that National Women’s Liberation Conference in Chicago in 1968. I did not know her well, but we knew each other slightly in Chicago, and she was a part of the group of women who moved to Portland in the fall of 1971, and so had headquartered at our house. Then she, in 1973, with her sister created We’Moon Land out near Portland, at Estacada. So it was the first women’s land in Oregon.

Musawa and her sister wound up deeding that land over to a non-profit organization for some years, and Musawa went off to find her destiny in Hawaii — I think it’s important for younger women to know that these women’s lands exist and that women have gone into the woods and made a life and their own food and figured out how to make houses and create infrastructure. And GROW — grow words, grow music, grow art — without a lot of the restraints, constraints, that exist in mainstream society. Some of what we make has gone out there. Some hasn’t. Some may just be in the archives, forevermore.

My sense of how the times have changed is that younger women don’t seem to have much appetite for creating separate spaces. If I look at the world of insta-communication and social networking, there’s great hunger to be connected to the wide world, and those communities are happening willy-nilly every day, you know, on those little devices that people carry around. There’s a huge number of women involved in the forest protest movement, and in the environmental movement. Women who are wanting to grow food, you know, there is ferment that has to do with back-to-the-land values.

Now there are young women who are in southern Oregon, being on land. There are young women at Rootworks. There are young women around Gypsy Cafe where the We’Moon offices are now, and they have a lot of WWOOFers that come in the summer. There is that rising tide that’s going on among you young women, and partly for some of them, I think that they have very little interest in — or not much passion — about women-only land, because so many young women came out into queer culture where women-only space is not particularly sought after or valued or understood. I think that that’s one of the problematics about how we define these lands, and you know, that may change in time to come. I don’t like to say that. So sad to think about it.

That We’Moon — the ’88 We’Moon — its touchstone was women’s lands. It had lots of material, art and writing from women’s lands — a lot around here. Then, for years and years, We’Moon has always had these weaving circles where women come together to read the writing and look at the art that’s been submitted for the next year’s calendar. So, I was a part of weaving circles. We even started having a weaving circle here at Fly Away Home. I came on staff with We’Moon in 1998, partly because the theme for that year was “Wise Women Ways” and Beth Frewomon and some of the other younger women on the staff up at We’Moon Land — because it was all based at We’Moon Land by that time — said: “You know, we don’t have enough crone energy involved in this making of this We’Moon, and we need to because of this particular theme.” So, they asked me to come on staff and be involved as a special editor for art and writing. That’s what my title still is.

I think that a lot of younger women have no idea that women’s lands exist. You know, we’re not out there doing a lot of drum beating to spread the word. Partly that’s been for security reasons, but I think it’s important for younger women to know that these women’s lands exist and that women have gone into the woods and made a life and their own food and figured out how to make houses and create infrastructure. And GROW — grow words, grow music, grow art — without a lot of the restraints, constraints, that exist in mainstream society. Some of what we make has gone out there. Some hasn’t. Some may just be in the archives, forevermore.

My sense of how the times have changed is that younger women don’t seem to have much appetite for creating separate spaces. If I look at the world of insta-communication and social networking, there’s great hunger to be connected to the wide world, and those communities are happening willy-nilly every day, you know, on those little devices that people carry around. There’s a huge number of women involved in the forest protest movement, and in the environmental movement. Women who are wanting to grow food, you know, there is ferment that has to do with back-to-the-land values.

Now there are young women who are in southern Oregon, being on land. There are young women at Rootworks. There are young women around Gypsy Cafe where the We’Moon offices are now, and they have a lot of WWOOFers that come in the summer. There is that rising tide that’s going on among you young women, and partly for some of them, I think that they have very little interest in — or not much passion — about women-only land, because so many young women came out into queer culture where women-only space is not particularly sought after or valued or understood. I think that that’s one of the problematics about how we define these lands, and you know, that may change in time to come. I don’t like to say that. So sad to think about it.
JEAN MOUNTAINGROVE: I was born Jean Janette James in DesMoines, Iowa. We were middle class, but I didn't feel, you know, rich, anything like that. My father was a lawyer. I was born just before the Great Depression, and so I grew up with a great awareness of being economical. My father bought some land at a farm outside of DesMoines. There was a farmer, who lived there, but there was also a little cottage on the land, and in the summer my mother and the girls — and my brother — would go out and stay there for several months at a time. I think that was a large part of my attraction and comfort and ease in being in nature.

I had a grant to go to college. I went to the University of Iowa in Iowa City. I was married during my final year there. I later went to college at UCLA, and I received a grant to do that. I was then working for the county in Los Angeles. I got my master’s degree in social work. I was granted that money to do it, and I was required to serve one year after that. I resigned exactly one year later, because I believed that the organization wanted me to put them first and I liked the people too much. It’s unprofessional to care about the people you are serving. You’re just to do the paperwork and follow the rules. I got the women in the Quaker group to come and help. I was supposed to work out a plan for each of those children, and there were about twenty women in the group and all those children. Because I really cared about the children I was not professional.

When I resigned, I divorced my second husband, and then, one of my friends in the Quaker Church suggested that since I didn’t know what I was going to do, I might go to a Quaker Center back in Philadelphia called Pendle Hill. [At this point Jean diverges from the chronology to further explain how her relationship with the Quakers changed when she revealed to them her close relationship with nature.] The Quakers are — I don’t know if you know much about them, but they are very nonviolent peaceful people. Their principles I believe are ones I believe in. I only had one time in which I felt unconnected and that was when — there was some kind of a circle the Quakers did, and I could go to them for guidance or whatever — and I spoke of my strong moving with nature and I did not feel that it was understood or received very well, and so I withdrew emotionally from them — on that point. I don’t know that that would be true now. That was back in 1973 or 75 something.

We’re going to get into this a little more. [Jean takes this opportunity to clarify how nature has fed or nurtured her life.] Okay, I had this experience. There was a time when as I roamed the land I found myself in a small group of trees near a little stream, and I felt strangely moved. I experienced what I could say was unconditional love. In that space I could do nothing wrong. I could do anything I wanted to do. I didn’t have to do anything. I was loved just me, just me. And I was then drawn to — I hate to say tree hugging because it sounds so automatic or something. I did not know anything about tree-huggers, but I was drawn to hug a tree, put my face against the bark and listen, and feel loved. And now, at Rootworks there are two trees close together that I call my sisters. And I still go to them, to hug them and listen. [She then returns to the chronology.]

So anyway, I put the two kids in the car — the boy was eleven and the girl was fourteen — drove to Philadelphia, and we were there for nine months. They were both in school while I was at this community, retreat center, study group, all kinds of things. And I didn’t realize it in the same way that I do now — but I wanted to live in a community of compatible people. So after leaving the Quakers at Pendle Hill, I didn’t come back to take on a job in Los Angeles, which is what would have been the logical thing to do after a divorce. And my mother said: “Alright you’ve had time to recover. Where are the kids going to
school? What are you going to do?” I said, “Well I’m not going back into that kind of work.” I feel like it’s like a glass panel in front of me. It looks like what I’m going to do and what everyone would expect, and I cannot do it. Something in me will not do it. This was 1970, and on the way back from Philadelphia I visited several communes, looking for a community, and I didn’t really find anything that fit very well.

When I got to California and my mother put some pressure on me to do something, I heard of a place up in Oregon called Mountain Grove. It’s just north of here, off exit 83, and it was just getting started. It was on a mountainside with a lot of trees [short laugh], and a lot of young people. The man who had started it was in his sixties, and all of the fellas and women on the land were in their twenties and thirties. When I came I was forty-five, I guess, at that time, 1970. I walked around on the land and sat by the creek. I decided this was where we were going to stay. And I [sigh] I didn’t fit in very well. See, we got there in the fall of 1970, and [there was] a woman that I had met at the Pendle Hill Center named Ruth. I became a feminist when I was in Philadelphia, and she had attended the Pendle Hill group where I was, and so, we had talked a little bit about feminism at that time. We stayed in touch a little bit. She wanted me to get into a commune in Philadelphia, but I didn’t find that, so I came to the West Coast. And then she came with a group of feminists who were coming across country to California, and she came to see me at Mountain Grove. She told me that she loved me and wanted to live with me. I was lonely of course with all these young people and this one old man. So we went to bed together that night and I became officially a lesbian.

We were not blatant about it, but it was totally obvious, I believe. The man who had started this, he and all his absent buddies were on the board. He was trying to get the place developed where he could have a school there, so these young people were building for him and so on. I didn’t feel that was fair that it was not very clear; it was just sort of subtle that that was the way it was going. So after Ruth and I had been there for three years, they had a meeting where we were not present and decided that we must leave within two weeks. By then we had met a women’s group in northern California, near Mendocino, and they were having a meeting — a fair, a campout, an event — in the country there. So that’s where we went as soon as we heard about this. We were staying on the land there, and we went out and picked up the mail for them. I said: “there’s so much correspondence — so much response to this topic [women’s spirituality] — how about a magazine just on that?”

Well, [the] women said: “Yeah that’s a good idea. Why don’t you stay here and do it?” And Ruth said, “No my daughter’s back up in Oregon, I think we should go back up there.” Anyhow, we learned from these women who sat on the floor with an electric typewriter, typed out their stuff, glued it on a piece of paper, sent it away to get it printed. We didn’t go and learn any man’s way of making a magazine with a lot of publicity and all that stuff. It was very simple. So we came back up here, and that would’ve been the spring of 1974. We talked with the women that we knew here, in this area, and told them what we had in mind. And they said, “Yeah, we could do that.” There was a lot of interest in goddesses at the time then. So we had several meetings.

There were gay men who lived in Wolf Creek at a place called Golden, and they said: “Well, we have a little cabin, it’s ten feet square, you could come and stay in there if you’d like.” So we did. And so we lived in a ten feet square cabin for five years, I think it was. They gave us a room [in their barn] that we could use for an office. It had been the chicken coop part. We met there to do this magazine, and we decided that it would come out four times a year — the equinoxes and solstice. That meant that our first copy was going to be finished in August. It would come out in September. A lot of women were moving up and down the coast and getting their feminist approach to where they were going to go, what they were going to do, and we’d gotten a lot of good material together. There was a woman printer in Eugene. We didn’t have much money to pay for the printing and the postage. So Ruth went to the post office and came back with a check for two thousand dollars. She had written out to several people asking if they could help with getting the magazine [WomanSpirit] out. We got it printed up at the women printers in Eugene. We went up there when it was ready and slept on the floor in the sleeping bags. We trimmed them and stapled them and got them ready for the post office. There was a women’s bookstore in Eugene at the time, I can’t remember the name, and we took the first copies to that bookstore. And it was really the women’s bookstores that helped it happen, because we had lots of them then — in the seventies. From then on, we kept our plan. We decided we were going to be reliable. We would always be on time, and when we were ready to quit, we notified people a year in advance.

When we were at Golden living in the little cabin — we’d done the magazine for — let’s see we’d started in 1974 — four years. Women had come from all over the country, the magazine got out everywhere, and it just brought people from all over the place, so Ruth and I focused on our feminism and going places to be with other women, and then all of these women would come to work on the magazine. We didn’t have electricity there, so we had to find some other place — somebody’s house or someplace where they were renting it, all kinds of strange little places. We did it in Portland in the Quaker’s children’s room upstairs. So, the men, for various reasons — I’m not really clear about it all — decided that it was wrong to have us on the land. It was becoming too much women’s land. This is the first time I think I’ve told this story: We were meeting in the chicken coop place, and we were chatting with some other women. I thought I heard a man walk by our door from the main place where they did the dances and all. It was at a time when the public had just discovered that women’s menstrual pads had chemicals in them that were not healthy, not good for them. We were joking about that, and said: “Well, maybe we should find something that would
be bad for men’s penises.” We were laughing, and I think that this guy heard that joke [and] told them in the main house. This is hypothetical. I’m not real clear, but they decided we were man-haters.

We’d been friends with them, but we’d really put all our energy into this magazine and women’s land and stuff. We’re not man-haters, but we had to leave. I think it was Mother’s Day when Carl came over and told us that we had to leave. And he said that he was going back East, where he’d lived for a while before, and when he came back in the fall, if we weren’t gone, then everything would be taken away from us. We immediately consulted our women friends, and learned that this land called Rootworks was going to be for sale. The woman who owned it was not a lesbian, but she had rented to lesbians for fifty dollars a month for the whole group. She was in Los Angeles, going to college. She needed to sell the land. So we decided with La Rosa’s help we would buy it. I think it cost us seven thousand dollars. It’s about seven acres.

We moved in on Halloween, and we had bought the land in July. We had to be out of Golden by the fall, when Carl and Alan would come back from being back East, and so each week we would take a truckload of stuff up there, then have a picnic, and then come back. We were up and down the road quite a bit. I said that for Thanksgiving, which was not too far away, that if Ruth’s daughter would bake a pie — maybe four or five of them — I don’t know how many it was at the time — then we would go to the neighbor, knock on the door, and say “Hello, we’re the neighbors, Happy Thanksgiving, here’s a pie.” “We would be invited in, and we would talk, and we would talk about our children, and then they would say, “You want some beer?” “No, thank you.” “Well, would you have a cigarette?” “No, thank you.” And then I think we talked about my experience as a social worker or Ruth’s as a teacher, or something like that. We just tried to come across as kind of boring nice people. I think it was a few years later that one of the neighbors down the road asked if Ruth and I were sisters, because we have the same last name. I said, “Yes.” Well, aren’t we all sisters?

I think we mostly kept to ourselves. We did have mail at the post office in Wolf Creek. When we moved up there, we had already been doing the magazine for a couple of years, so we had some business connections.

There were two cabins at that time. We took one of them, and La Rosa stayed in the other one for a while. Caroline Overman was a very wonderful young woman — still a friend. She was looking for what she wanted to do in the world, and she found Rootworks and WomanSpirit magazine. So she was staying with us. The only other cabin was shared with La Rosa. La Rosa didn’t care for that, so La Rosa left. I apologized to her later about it. So when Tee Corinne came, she’d considered suicide several times. She told us before she arrived at Rootworks, and so she went to stay in the cabin with Caroline, and they became lovers. They
both stayed and helped work on the next couple issues of WomanSpirit. Tee Corinne eventually bought land in Sunny Valley, and separated from Caroline.

I've noticed when we were evicted from Mountain Grove, then we got to a better place, which was Golden. When we were evicted from that we got to a better place, which was Rootworks. And then last winter [2009], I realized I couldn’t stay at Rootworks any longer. So there’s that having to stop and not knowing what’s ahead, but I have decided that stop signs are very healthy, good-producing things. I resisted and resented and fought against a lot of those changes — like the eviction from Mountain Grove, and even being evicted from Golden. I really feel that it is time for the younger generation to adapt it to what their needs are.\textsuperscript{14}

Ruth Mountaingrove stands next to one of her photographs in 1979. Women doing feminist photography graphically and intellectually challenged the object and the lens of the photograph. The Ovalars and subsequent publication The Blatant Image made space for the articulation of those challenges.

SO CLAP! was a non-profit corporation established in 1989 to collect and preserve primary source material documenting the history of the lesbian and feminist back-to-the-land movement in southern Oregon. The collection contains correspondence, creative writings, autobiographical writings, financial records, publications, photographs, graphic materials, and ephemera.

The SO CLAP! collection is made up of seventeen different series of materials. The two largest and most comprehensive series (OWL Farm and OWL Trust) are divided into sub-series, including: administrative and legal documents, artifacts, correspondence, ephemera, journals, meeting minutes and notes, miscellaneous, publications and writings. The next several series (III-IX) emerge from the history of several individual farmlands in Oregon including: the Cabbage Lane series; and the Fly Away Home series, which includes a herstory written by Bethroot Gwynn and poetry written at a writer retreat. The Rainbow’s End Series contains a piece on the death of Julie Hopp, a woman who lived on the land. There is also a series (X) from an Ashland-based organization called Womensource that published a newsletter dedicated to the southern Oregon lesbian community and which dealt with information about the various lands and the women who lived on them.

The collection also includes a series of photographs, a substantial collection of networking materials, a series (XIV) of information specifically regarding SO CLAP! Inc., and a series (XIV) of several oversize items, including maps and signs from WomenSpirit Rites of Passage celebrations.

Dates: 1974–1999 (inclusive)
Quantity: 13.0 linear feet (24 containers)
Collection Number: Coll 266

Recordings and transcriptions of the author’s interviews with Jean Mountaingrove, Bethroot Gwynn, and other women who formed lesbian and women’s lands in Oregon are archived at the Special Collections and University Archives at University of Oregon Libraries in Eugene, in the Southern Oregon Lesbian Land Communities Oral History Collection (Coll 429). The Archives also preserves and makes available to researchers the large and valuable SOCLAP! Collection. The collection description and information printed here are quoted from the collection finding aid, prepared by Rachel Allen and Judith Osborne and available on the Northwest Digital Archives at http://nwda.orbiscascade.org/ark:/80444/xv68074 (accessed February 26, 2014).
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3. In 1976, Barbara Walters became the first woman to anchor an evening news program. On September 21, 1981, Sandra Day O’Connor became the first female Supreme Court Justice. In 1985, Sally Harrington was appointed as Portland’s Chief of Police, becoming the first woman to hold that position in a major American city.


7. The movement also belonged to a longer history of utopian communities, stretching back to the beginnings of this country. Historically people sought out communes or intentional communities because they saw something wrong with mainstream society. One could argue that the European colonization of America began as a grouping of intentional utopian communities. Many early colonial writers referred variably to America as both the biblical Eden and Hell, depending upon the season. See Kopp, Eden Within Eden, 22–25.
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34. WWOOF is the acronym for World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms, and is a nonprofit organization connecting volunteers to farming education opportunities. For more information visit their website: http://www.wwoofinternational.org.

35. Ruth Mountaingrove’s daughter, Heather, would have been a teenager at the time.